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Abstract: Forming operations are concerned with increasing process reliability, improving tool performance, and reducing costs. The increase in quality requirements and the goal of reducing production time require increasingly accurate simulations. A large number of complex material hardening models have been developed in the past with the sole aim of accurately predicting the material behavior during forming processes [1]. It is known that in certain forming processes such as deep drawing that involve nonlinear strain paths, isotropic modeling of strain hardening is often incomplete especially in predicting the springback phenomenon as compared to more advanced models that integrate the kinematic effect [2]. Therefore, a combination of isotropic and kinematic hardening models must be employed to accurately predict this mechanism accurately. Since these models require large number of tests to include strain path changes, therefore to limit cost, these mixed hardening models should only be employed for materials exhibiting a considerable Bauschinger-effect and in situations involving highly nonlinear strain paths.

This publication is focused on comparing three different material hardening models i.e. purely isotropic, mixed hardening and purely kinematic hardening model for the simulation of forming operations. The influence of nonlinear strain paths is investigated using deep drawing and strip tensile bending experiments and their comparison with numerical simulations. This comparison enables us to determine which of the three material models is more accurate for forming operations. Subsequently, the complex nonlinear strain paths are analyzed using an analytical indicator developed at the Chair of Forming and Machining Process, TU Dresden [3], to predict the influence of kinematic hardening by comparing the experimental results with a combined material hardening model as well as a purely isotropic and kinematic material model. The analytical indicator illustrates the regions in deformed samples that are most affected by kinematic hardening and shows the difference in target values as a result of mixed and purely isotropic hardening law.
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